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What is SIPS?

• SIPS abbreviation means

Scientific Image Processing System

• The software package evolved from a tool to control 

cooled cameras and perform exposure series to advanced 

package containing both observatory control tools and 

image processing tools

• SIPS is focused to astronomy research, not to aesthetical 

Astro-photography processing

• SIPS is a free software running on Windows OS



Basic concepts

 Workspace

 Images in Tabs or 

individual sub-

windows

 Image Sets in 

sub-windows

 Tools

 Individual pop-up 

windows

 Tool windows 

always float over 

main window



SIPS tools

 Hardware control (imaging, guiding and context cameras, 

telescope mount, focuser, observatory dome, GPS, …)

 16/32-bit image display (histogram and stretch, color 

palettes)

 FITS files handling (+header definitions, edit)

 Image calibration and transformation (mirror, rotate, …)

 Image math operations and filters (median combine, …)

 Image blinking and stacking (monochrome and RGB)

 Astrometry and Photometry



Image sets

 Many operations may (sometimes must) be 

performed on many images at once

 SIPS allows definition of images sets (lists)

 Processing of multiple images does not 

work directly with disk files

 Advantages:

 Significantly higher speed

 Universality (location on disk or file name 

not important, images can be in memory 

only without existing file).

 Disadvantage:

 Demanding to computer memory



64-bit SIPS

 SIPS is available in both 32 and 64 bit versions

 32 bit version seamlessly runs on both 32 bit and 64 bit 

Windows

 64 bit version requires 64 bit Windows

 Also all drivers used (ASCOM, …) have to be 64 bit

 32 bit version is limited to:

 3GB when working on 32 bit system

 4GB when working on 64 bit system

 64 bit version is virtually unlimited, available memory 

depends on memory installed on the particular PC



32 vs. 64 bit processing speed comparison:

Finding stars on 3k × 3k images

 64 bit version executes complex algorithms up to ~20% 

faster than 32 bit version on the same PC

 But simple algorithms may be slightly slower

 E.g. 64 bit version running on 3,4 GHz 4C/4T Core i5 is 

faster than 32 bit version running on 3,5 GHz 4C/8T Core i7



64-bit SIPS overcomes 4 GB memory limit



SIPS tool implicit sets

 Numerous tools contain own “implicit” 

image set:

 Image Blink, Image Add, Photometry, …

 Images can be opened from files …

 … or included from images already 

opened in windows or other sets

 Regardless if the image is opened in 

window or in one or more sets, every 

image is present in memory only once

 Multiple occurrence of image within SIPS 

only increases reference counter



Photometry tool

 Photometry tool uses all the functionality already present 

in SIPS and provided by other tools:

 FITS file manipulation (open, save, header editor, …)

 Image set manipulation

 Image display (stretch, zoom, color palettes, ...)

 Image math and transformation (median-combine, 

rotation, mirroring, soft-binning, resampling, ...)

 Raw image calibration (dark frame, flat field)

 …



Photometry tool design goals



Reliability and robustness

 As robust star search as possible, minimal number of 

required parameters:

 It is not necessary to limit sharpness or roundness 

(parameters introduced by DAOPHOT package), these 

parameters work only “conditionally” in real world either 

way

 No camera read noise or gain is needed to find stars



 It is not necessary to define FWHM or brightness

 Especially in wide fields the FWHM (brightness) range is 

huge and it is not possible to define limitations to fit the 

brightest as well as weakest stars in the field

 No reference frame:

 Any star on any frame can be found on all other frames

 “Search variable” function works on any image in the set



 Instant display of real image with selected star for every 

light curve point allows judging of outlier cause (hot-

pixel, passing satellite, radiation spike, ...).

 Arbitrary (from 1/8 to 8×) and fast image zoom

 Table (sheet) with all parameters of all detected stars 

(position, coordinates, catalog data, fluxes in various 

apertures, standard deviations …).

 Mutual connection of GUI elements:

 Selecting image in set shows it and updates star table

 Selecting star in table shows it on image

 Selecting a point in light curve show the image etc.

Interactivity and immediate availability of 

all information



Example of radiation spike within aperture



Example of satellite passing through 

aperture



Apertures

 Predefined set of 10 apertures

 SIPS also calculates automatic 

aperture from the star image 

profile and calculates flux (in 

addition to predefined 

apertures).

 Automatic aperture is set for 

all images in series

 The second greatest aperture 

in series is chosen (one 

aperture extreme is ignored)



 Ability to define independent apertures for variable, 

comparison and check stars

 Especially in the case of wide fields, the optimal 

comparison star (bright enough but not saturating) is 

much greater than weak variable star

 Possibility to define different apertures allow:

 Include only light from star and thus increase S/N

 Eliminate influence of nearby stars

Different apertures for

variable, comparison and check stars



δ Sct star with a close star using the same 

aperture like comparison star



δ Sct star with a close star using different 

apertures



Finding brightness changes (variable stars)

 Any image from series can be chosen as reference

 Individual stars can be inspected depending on the 

standard deviation

 Inspecting of stars based on the brightness is possible due 

to presence of table of all stars

 Number of stars included into the chart can be limited

 Selection of another image in series closes the chart 

automatically



Example of searching for new variables



Processing speed and parallel execution

 Processing speed is essential for wide fields with tens of 

thousands of stars no to wait many hours (or through the 

night)

 Test run:

 Open 101 images 4k × 4k from disk and their calibration

(dark, flat)

 Find stars, align images and calculate photometry

 SIPS ~4× faster compared than Muniwin (16m41s vs. 

1h07m49s).

 SIPS processed more stars (33000-45000 vs. 2500-5000)

 Execution time strongly depends on various parameters



SIPS utilizes all avilable CPU cores



Photometry with astrometric reduction

 Astrometric reduction can be performed for every image 

in the series

 EQ coordinates (α, δ) are determined for every star

 If a star is matched with catalog, catalog data are added to 

the star description (id, coordinates, magnitude, color, …)

 SIPS can save all data (every star on every image) for 

later processing (upload to server etc.)

 Data contain:

 Star’s user-assigned id (if any) and calculated coordinates

 Catalog data (if matched with catalog star)

 Fluxes for all apertures (including auto) + background flux





Correction of telescope field deformation

 Field deformation correction is 

essential for astrometric reduction 

of images from wide-field (and 

thus corrected) telescope setups

 Field deformation is not natural 

only for corrected Newtonians, 

but for all corrected reflectors 

and refractors

 Example – wrongly retouched 

portion of mosaic, showing mutual 

shift of stars on neighboring 

images taken with FSQ106ed APO 

refractor



Field deformation

 Field deformation correction is implemented by two 2D 

3rd order polynomials, independent for x and y axes

 These polynomials are created by the Astrometry tool, 

the Photometry tool only uses these them

 Deformation is calculated from difference among stars on 

image and in catalog

 But pairing of image and catalog stars is not possible in the 

case of large fields due to field deformation (Head 22)

 So Astrometry offers the possibility to manually match 

image and catalog



Manual match of image and catalog



Calculation and storing of polynomials





Correction is stored 

into FITS head

 Coefficients of correction 

polynomials are stored 

into FITS headers

 Matching can be repeated 

anytime later without 

knowledge of actual 

optics



Solved image in SIPS



Working with Field Description

• Field description purpose is to save all marked stars 

(variables, comparison and check stars) into description 

file and later just use this file to rapidly generate light 

curves and reports of all stars of interest in the particular 

field

• Individual stars are identified with their equatorial 

coordinates, so the successful astrometric solution of all 

images in the Photometry image set is necessary

• If the particular star is not included in the used catalog, it 

can be still included into field description, it is only 

identified by coordinates and not by catalog name



Example of field description pane opened



Description file is simple text file

[Description]

version = 1

catalog = UCAC4

[Stars]

cmp2 = 5.395547204E-1; 5.691312848E-1; 614-005727; 5.395552059E-1; 5.691316911E-1

cmp3 = 5.38700184E-1; 5.701288131E-1; 614-005718; 5.387024041E-1; 5.701280414E-1

v4 = 5.410245319E-1; 5.721339355E-1; 614-005744; 5.410203177E-1; 5.721310928E-1

cmp1 = 5.402964787E-1; 5.706426903E-1; 614-005736; 5.402940474E-1; 5.706397623E-1

v2 = 5.414696827E-1; 5.72068233E-1; 614-005749; 5.414679461E-1; 5.720669083E-1

v1 = 5.414845401E-1; 5.718940758E-1; 614-005750; 5.41483305E-1; 5.718923996E-1

v3 = 5.412030003E-1; 5.721243677E-1; 614-005747; 5.41198191E-1; 5.721220898E-1

[Variables]

v1 = cmp3; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 

v2 = cmp1; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 

v3 = cmp2; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 

v4 = cmp3; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; 



Summary: how to use Photometry tool

 Include images into image set (load, add, …)

 Optional Find stars (could be repeated)

 Cancels Match, Astrometry and Photometry

 Match images (Finds stars if not found)

 Calculate Astrometry (Finds stars if not found)

 Calculate Photometry

 Requires Match and/or Astrometry

 Light curves, search variables, save report, ...

 Requires Match and Photometry

 Save table of all stars into CSV

 Requires Astrometry and Photometry

 Work with Field Description

 Requires Match, Astrometry and Photometry



What is on the development plan?

 Automatic assignment of comparison star(s) according to 

color (B-V), brightness etc.

 Photometry of moving targets

 “On-the-fly” processing of images just acquired from the 

camera during observing session

 Tools for reduced data processing

 Light curve from data from multiple nights

 Searching for long time span changes

 It is hard to estimate all possibilities …



SIPS is a freeware, download links are available at:

http://www.tcmt.org/software.html

or go directly to:

http://www.gxccd.com/cat?id=146&lang=409

Contact to the author:

pc@tcmt.org

Thank you for your attention

Questions?


